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About This Game

Summary:
This is a game with real benefits! You can learn facts about the solar system and science as you play! Planetary Settlers is a

family friendly video game about exploring the solar system. Experience realistic gravity as you control Blue 42 on each planet,
completing mini games, uncovering secrets, and completing quizzes to enhance your abilities as you explore and help humanity

reach out into the solar system!

Early Access:
Planetary Settlers is playable, with many more features in development, and you have the opportunity to suggest additional

features and provide other suggestions to guide the future of the game. I currently have the inner solar system, with a level each
for Mercury, Venus, Earth, the Moon, and Mars.

Planned updates:

Add a level for each of the other planets, as well as Pluto, some of the more notable moons, and more!

Add more minigames to each of the existing inner planet levels.

Add a leveling system (e.g. more nanites gives more powerful abilities)

Add text color customization option
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Details:
Planetary Settlers is currently in development. Take control of an advanced AI robot named Blue 42, and explore the vast solar

system, to include the different planets and many of the moons. Explore our possible future in the year 2142, with realistic
environments based on imagery and data we have gathered on the various planets and moons. Gravity is accurate, when you

jump, throw a rock, or fly, you will experience the actual gravity of the planet / moon.

Blue 42 has the following features, which can be enhanced through collecting more nanites:

 Various technologies to shield against the harsh environments of space and various worlds, to include extreme heat,
extreme cold, low pressure, high pressure, corrosive chemicals, radiation, and harmful dust.

 A color customizable light, with adjustable brightness

 An color customizable projectile generator, a "gravity probe" to see the effect of gravity on each world, and to have fun
with. You can even make the projectiles glow a color of your choosing. More nanites allow you to increase velocity

 Treads, to move along the surface. Can be adjusted to go very fast if you collect enough nanites!

 Tread jumper - Jumps by launching the treads down quickly (sort of like how a grasshopper hops). Power can be
boosted to allow you to leap over a building!

 Jetpack to fly!

 Grabber beam to hold and release large objects. Note: It is fun to throw things by grabbing them, running at high
velocity, and releasing, or by grabbing, rotating quickly and releasing.

This game is being developed first for Windows PCs / laptops, but I plan to expand into other languages and other platforms
later.
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Title: Planetary Settlers
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Leveler Games
Publisher:
Leveler Games
Release Date: 18 Jun, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 (or newer) 64 bit

Processor: 64 bit processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated graphics card (or better)

Storage: 8 GB available space

English
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planet fitness settlers ridge. planetary settlers. planet settlement game. planet fitness settlement

This is how God made earth before the Mars was invented by a very popular scientist called Donald Putin. Of course while he
was making Mars a woman called Jeff has made some sort of a virus called "meme" that infects someones brain and then he
gets breast (or dik) cancer and probably dies and isnt very happy. And that concludes my story on how i got a second pee pee..
Great concept, lovely ideas. (Love the sparks from rocks while making fire)
I had a few issues with the game, as soon as the developer learned about them, he started working on fixing them and giving us
options. imo that just says how much potentially big this game could get. keep up the nice work. Well worth the money if you
are willing to spend 15 hours per day go through various forums looking for the hidden jems. Would recommend. Poorly
optimized, buggy game. Also couldn't locate a setting to change mouse sensitivity.. A perfect distillation of everything
horizontal shooters do well. Borrows heavily from Gradius and R-Type in its approach to level design (lots of environmental
hazards, traps, etc), and features an arseload of weapons to play around with, many of which you'll recognise from other classic
horis. It's boss. Get it.. Pretty good single player poker game. You can safely ignore the donkeys saying this is rigged.
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Best game in the industry. Great art style and core gameplay mechanic is brilliant. While the game does have a singleplayer
component the meat and potatoes of this game is the competitive multiplayer, in which you will compete with others to bend
and curve the track to reach your objective before anyone else.

Unfortunatley you may find it rather difficult to find anyone to play multiplayer with you. The community for this game has
become so small since it's initial early access release that it's in your best interest to find one of your friends to play with rather
than waiting for randos online. The controls in this game are also very floaty, your "car" has a very wide turning radius and the
brakes don't really stop you but rather slow you down, the air controls can be a bit finicky at times but are overall solid.

If you have a couple of friends to play this with I would definitley recommend picking it up, if not you might want to wait on it..
Nice graphics

-COOP is fun with friends

-CARNAGE-mode is like BR

For the start of Early Access very fun game :D

Must have for fans of the "CUBE"-movies!. I'm passed level 33 at the moment. VOI gets increasingly difficult after each
achievement, so there is that nice difficulty curve. Crashes sometimes when you try to access Steam Overlay.

EDIT: I have finished the game. After completion of level 66, the game just crashes, but I got all the achievements. Nice game.
Will play again maybe after a year or so.. I could recommend this game to a younger audience. I came into this expecting a
somewhat deeper kind of experience. The bat and ball game is annoying because it's a tad repetitive and doesn't really ask for
much strategic thinking nor reflexes. It would be cool if you had to hit a moving ball like you do in the next game I'm going to
talk about.
The 3D air hockey game has its moments. But hitting balls with shields just isn't that satisfying. The game, and only game this
needed to be, was the ball and bat but in a small area like the 3D air hockey mode with tiles that incrementally come toward you
until they reach you and its game over. That would have been a fun game.
The arrow shooter game I found to be a bit tedious. Holding out a bow like that for a long time also strains your arm too much
and makes the amount of time you can play the mode limited.
Anyway, if you're 34 like me and want something deep enough to sink your teeth in, maybe look elsewhere. But if you're 12 and
under, well, what are you doing? VR headsets aren't designed for kids. . .. Good game but still needs a few kinks worked out.

I think its been worth it because there's not many ways you can get 10+ hours of entertainment for \u00a313.99 these days.

If you're going to add fighting please make this optional. I enjoy the game as it is without violence.

I notice you can buy things like thigh high boots, high heel shoes, latex pants and devil horns. Maybe a sex worker skill would be
something to think about? You could make a lot of money from sex work, but you need condoms for it. Also it reduces your
moral and health if you dont use a condom.. I love this game! It is FUN!

I have never gotten the good ending because I can't find all the bosses.
That's the only bad thing about this game is that you can't tell where the dang HECK you are!
I like fighting the bosses, and I want to fight more of them, and I need to fight more of them in order to get the good ending, but
I can't because I don't know where they are.
:,(. Beautiful and fun little game.. good game, funny.

A Big Update:
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I have been working on a big update! Expect it later this month! Among other things, it will include a new “normal” gameplay
mode, which will be more like a traditional leveling up style, as well as free exploration mode, where you are free to go
anywhere and set your power levels to whatever you like! There will be additional game saves as well!. Alien Awakening
Continued:
A minor update, to where you can now negotiate with the A'kramm. Find a communications terminal at the bottom of their ship.
If negotiations go well, you can save the Earth. If they go wrong, Earth could be destroyed! Good luck!

Note: I also fixed a few bugs :-). Updated menu and other improvements!:
Just released a new update! New features include:
- Redesigned menu: now has tabs at the top for character abilities, color customization, and the main tab. This fixes the problem
that the menu was too cluttered.
- Added options to view the controls for a controller or keyboard and mouse
- Now you launch gravity probes from the center from below (e.g. from your chest) vs. far to the right, which helps with
accuracy.
- Fixed some bugs

I am planning on making a new level soon, stay tuned!. New Secret and Upgraded Menu:
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Can you get 100% game completion? My latest update features the following improvements:

 Pluto Secret - Now you can get the Secret Scrap medal on Pluto if you find the secret area!

 Progress Tracker in the pause screen menu - This tracks game completion percentage, as well as progress percentage for
the current level.

 Restart Level Button - This button lets you restart the level in case anything goes wrong (e.g. you try to grind up your
puzzle blocks) or you just want to restart the level.
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. Lunar missions and more coming soon!:
I am working on 3 new achievements for doing well on the quizzes, and they should be out in the next update! You can look and
see what they are now. You can also try to ace all the quizzes ahead of time, and the achievements unlock once I release them
and you re-take and ace one of the quizzes. You can make the honor roll by getting A's and B's, Dean's list by getting all A's, or
even the Valedictorian for getting all A+'s.

I have been hard at work adding new missions to the Moon and Earth. In the next update, there will be targeting missions and
races on both worlds, as well as a bit of new furniture. I have discovered it is quite funny and fun to throw stuff on different
worlds and see how differently gravity really impacts the result. Things behave much differently on the Moon, with its low
gravity. This gives you a feel for how objects might really behave on different planets!

. Contest: Name the Aliens:
I am running a contest this month to name the aliens!
 More details at:
https://steamcommunity.com/app/857860/discussions/2/1696049513760103153/
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